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1. Name of Item

Oceanic Demand  (Track Loading by time) 

2. Description of Item

A list of flights intending to fly a given oceanic track and flight level ordered by time.  Best approach to relate the time variable to the list is to select a fix crossing time on the track that is meaningful to both users and flow management.  In this convention the secondary variable is flight level so the list could be generated in time order crossing the fix with another column stating flight level.  It may not be necessary to include flight level since this info may present a level of detail that is unnecessary.  

Example:
                                TRACK R220

FLT             "NATES" CROSSING TIME           REQ. FLT LEVEL
NWA17         0107Z                               		350     
UAL 851        0109Z                               		310
DAL625         0130Z                               		350
JAL9              0130Z                               		350
NWA7            0132Z                               		350
        
3. Benefits

Who would use this data?  Traffic managers at some facilities already have access to this data through the internal systems and use it when deciding what traffic management actions should be taken to deal with congested airspace.  Facilities who lack this information would like to have access to it (ZAN).  Airlines could use this data to get an idea of what oceanic tracks
are saturated and therefore present an undesirable risk of reroute or non-optimal cruse altitude.  

To what use or uses would this data be put?  Conceivably, airlines could take this data into account when selecting oceanic trajectories so that flights would avoid heavily loaded track.  As tracks become congested they lose their overall appeal to the user even if they offer the minimum time or burn by comparison to other tracks. This would be especially useful during unusual jet stream geometries and periods of upper air turbulence, when congestion problems tend to be more severe.
 
What would be the benefits in terms of efficiency and safety?  If airline dispatchers, who are the creators of the traffic congestion,  knew a track was already congested while they were examining route alternatives they might consider less congested tracks over the optimum tracks in terms of time/burn. Similarly  "early filers" could at a later time reassess the risk to their flights and in some cases  change the route.  This migration to less congested tracks would tend to spread out demand consistent with the carrier's priorities rather than by some ATC initiative or traffic management action.  Also, by avoiding in-flight route adjustments, airlines would be better able to more accurately judge fuel needs in the flight-planning phase.

4. Source of the Data

Users. The users are the ultimate source of the data and therefore the users participating in the track loading are ideally those tasked to supply the data.  However the data may already exist in certain Oceanic Air Traffic Control Centers who already process the data for oceanic traffic control.  In others facilities some automation may be needed to compile the data in digitized form.  

In the Atlantic the ACC at Gander NF would be the source for the eastbound flow and the CFMU at Brussels would be the best source for the westbound flow.  In the Pacific Oakland and Anchorage could support the westbound flow and Tokyo ACC would be the best source for the eastbound flow. 








5. Nature of the Data

 Currently the data exists in digitized form at the Gander NF ACC.  Brussels may also have the data and this will be followed-up.  Oakland Center in the U.S. has a program of coordinating slot of the West Coast known as Track Advisory.  For slot controlled airports track loading information is provided by  users and fed back to users directly via Oakland center.  Therefore for these slot controlled tracks adding the data to AOCnet would provide a duplication of efforts.  Anchorage center is interested in the  data and expressed an interest in the helping to provide it.  Tokyo center interest is not known at this time but a preliminary discussion will take place in October at the International Oceanic Airspace Conference. 


Here are the key contacts that will be instrumental in further development of this element:

Gander Oceanic - Brian Bowers - 709-256-6753   Wayne Lyon 709-256-6751 (TECH)

Brussels CFMU - Kim Bravic - 0032-2729-9849

ATCSCC          - Art Klassen - 703-904-4420

Oakland Center - Mike Jengo - 510-745-3469   Randy Park - 510-745-3475 

Anchorage Center- Gordon Gruber - 907-269-1108  



6. What must be done to get this Data on AOCNet?

 
        Needed work.  The following must be done before this data can be
placed on AOCNet.

A convention or format for the info must be agreed to.  Should it be the current format at Oakland center?   Requested data?  Graphical data? Approval from the FAA and other ATC authorities is needed before any of this data is placed on AOCNet.
How will this data be put on AOCNet?  Will it be sent to a database from which airlines will fetch it?  Will it be streamed to the airlines?  

How often can it be refreshed and in what time frames should it be made available ?
Software development will be needed at Volpe to implement whatever decisions are made. For ACC's where the data does not yet exist, are the users willing to compile it and transmit it to VOLPE/AOCNET  

        What manual data entry would be needed?  No manual data entry would be needed where the data already exists in digitized form.  Other centers will need to establish manual procedures or other means of compiling the list. Finally if the ATC facilities cannot supply the data are the users willing to provide it ?

        When could this data be available digitally so it could be placed on AOCNet?    

Depends on the efforts made by each country and facility. 

7. Other Issues:

Oceanic Working Group versus CDM NAS Status. Either of these groups could
lead the effort but some coordination between the two group is needed.  Both
Art Klassen and I attend both meetings.






